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Drawing from the traditions of Vanitas and Flemish still life painting, Home’s virtuosic compositions
celebrate the metaphysical power of objects. Cinematic close-ups of antique Chinese vessels from the
artist’s personal collection are paired with fecund fruit, calligraphy brushes, drapery and florals in an
ongoing meditation on beauty, mortality and truth.
These works continue Home’s deepening engagement with Chinese aesthetics, poetry and philosophy.
Inspired by recent travels to China, where he was struck with the otherworldly beauty of the Classical
Gardens of Suzhou, Home meditates on the transformative power of nature – not in grand Romantic terms
but as a quiet spark of personal enlightenment. For the artist, the Chinese concepts of nature and
aesthetics offer alternate paths of awareness, inviting invention and novel depiction. Rendered with
sumptuous jades and crimsons – the characteristic palette of this master colourist – the paintings
represent an artistic journey from East to West, carrying commentary on the constructs of value and taste.
Much-loved ceramic wares return from previous series, adorned with memories from Home’s travels and
recontextualised into new psychological aesthetic dramas. Each still life is carefully constructed and
artfully balanced, yet not without a sense of drama and theatricality – calligraphy ink hugs the edges of
precariously-balanced dishes while carnal pomegranates ooze onto fine fabrics and green tea threatens to
spill from tipping cups. Although the works are naturalistic, closer inspection reveals blackened swathes of
paint streaked across petals or smudged inside vessels. There is an expressionism at play here; a tacit
revolt against pure representation. This is continued in the ambiguous backgrounds and surfaces veiled
with chiaroscuro, which meld with the objects in a surreal shortening of perspective.
Home’s works are meta-paintings; multilayered reflections on the art of representation. In each
composition, the flora painted on the porcelain materialises in the foliage on the table, creating a nexus
between reality and rendition. Glazed on a bowl is a group of birds taking nectar from flowers, and yet it
feels as though they could flutter from the ceramic surface and perch on the magnolias in the foreground.
In a similar way, the calligraphy brushes spawn self-reflexive ruminations on the nature of painting. With
our eyes we trace the bounty of texture brought to life with Home’s brush; cold porcelain surfaces, the
leathery skin of fruit, soft bristles, fleshy petals and jagged stems, darting between the visceral and the
optical.

Proximate dialogues between each highly symbolic object hatch multi-layered narratives that bring together
the diametric sensibilities of still life and landscape, culture and nature, transience and permanence.
Allegorical scenes on traditional ceramics act as vignettes into another time and place, while vivacious
magnolias and luscious pomegranates palpably embody the here and now. Set against the porcelain relics
and their timeless blue and white narratives, the severed flowers and sensual fruit are tropes of transience
– a kind of euphemised memento mori, tempered with beauty, that confronts the viewer with their own
corporeality.
Entering the worlds that Home creates is like stumbling into an enigmatic narrative bursting with sensuality
and exoticism. The paintings carry with them a cultural currency that transcends time and speaks of a
shared humanity.
Since graduating from Perth’s Curtin University in 1981, Home has participated in solo and group
exhibitions across the country, and has been the finalist in numerous awards including the 2014 Geelong
Contemporary Art Prize, the Eutick Memorial Still Life Award (2013), the Mandorla Invitational Art Prize
(1991, 2002, 2004, 2006) and the 2004 Fleurieu Peninsula Art of Food and Wine Prize. His work is held
in national collections such as National Portrait Gallery, National Australia Bank, Perth City Collection,
Artbank, Murdoch University, Bunbury Regional and Albany City Collection, as well as corporate and private
collections in Australia and overseas.

Pearl in the blue river
oil on board
180 x 180 cm
$36,000

In the gold pavillion - contemplating the silver moon
oil on board
144 x 179 cm (framed)
$29,000

Old friends gather
oil on board
139 x 121 cm (framed)
$22,000

Fond memory of a long journey
oil on board
55 x 50 cm
$5,000

Tea caddy story
oil on board
55 x 50 cm
$5,000

